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DISCLAIMER

Some technical information regarding the wireless device jammer that NTIA measured may be considered intellectual property by the manufacturer of the device. Jammer device description, operational parameters, and measured emissions are provided to document the spectrum impact of the device that was measured. The device that is described herein has not been FCC-certified, nor does a certification standard for such a device exist.

Some test and measurement equipment are identified in this report for the purpose of comprehensively describing the methodology and results of the work that NTIA performed. Such identification does not imply endorsement by the Department of Commerce of the equipment so identified, nor does such identification imply that the equipment was the only possible choice for adequate performance of such work.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) emission spectrum measurements of a jammer transmitter in a state prison facility. The measurements were intended to demonstrate the operation of the jammer in four commercial mobile radio services (CMRS) bands between 730 MHz and 2.155 GHz. The demonstration of the jammer’s performance occurred at a South Carolina Department of Corrections (SC DOC) Broad River Correctional Institution maximum security housing block at Columbia, South Carolina. NTIA did not participate in the jammer’s design, installation or operation. The jammer was operated under a federal government special temporary authority (STA) to radiate, under the control of the Department of Justice (DOJ) Bureau of Prisons (BOP) personnel. Measurements of jammer radiated power were taken both inside and outside the prison.

The demonstration jammer installation consisted of 14 pairs of transmitters and receivers. Seven of the receiver-transmitter pairs were located on the ground floor of the housing unit and the other half were on the floor above. Each pair was installed in a poured-concrete utility shaft, the shafts being located between pairs of prison cells. In ordinary operation, a single jammer transmitter (i.e., only one of the 14 that were installed) would operate only when a paired receiver was triggered by a radio signal interpreted as having originated from a nearby contraband wireless device. This on-demand transmitter action would be fully automated; jammer transmissions would start automatically in response to any given paired receiver having been triggered, and such transmissions would run for a pre-set time interval (a minute or two) before automatically terminating. This receive-then-jam sequence would occur any time that a receiver detected a contraband-CMRS wireless device signal. Jammer transmissions would only ordinarily run in a given band, or even on a given channel, where a paired receiver had detected nearby contraband activity. The central idea behind this system design was to limit aggregates of jammer transmitter signals, with the intention of running only one jammer or so within the system on any given frequency at any instant of time.

This system design could not be scientifically evaluated in a prison environment when operated in its normal on-demand mode. To do so would have required a more complex measurement system and approach than could be brought into, and operated within, any prison location. For the prison environment the measurement was simplified to a single jammer transmitter running continuously, without the transmit-on-demand feature. The jammer transmitter was set to run, sequentially and repetitively, across the four targeted CMRS bands while emission data were collected at selected indoor and outdoor locations.

The targeted jamming zone was half of the housing unit’s cell block. The jammer’s emissions were measured at a location near the main entrance to the cell block and at two locations outdoors, beyond the exterior wall of the targeted prison cells. Ambient CMRS signals were measured with the jammer turned off. This approach provided data that clearly show the jammer emission levels versus the ambient CMRS signal levels at each measurement location.
At the indoor measurement location, measured differences in incident power between when the jammer was on versus off showed that jammer power levels were 35 to 40 dB higher than the ambient CMRS power levels. At outdoor locations where jamming was not intended, the jammer’s power was 0 to 10 dB higher than the ambient CMRS signals.

Because the jammer signal was much stronger than the CMRS signal received inside the prison it would be likely to deny service to other wireless devices within some indoor zone. It is unclear whether it was unnecessarily powerful to the detriment of licensed CMRS wireless devices outside the targeted prison area. Further analysis is not possible without accepted technical criteria for harmful interference thresholds for CMRS wireless devices. The data in this report can be compared to such criteria, if (or when) those criteria are eventually developed.

The measurement results of this study are idiosyncratic to this particular jammer installation at this particular facility. Variations in jammer designs and emission characteristics, structural and attenuation characteristics of buildings, and site-dependent propagation factors would be expected to produce different results for different jammer installations at the Broad River Correctional Institution or at other facilities.

The measured jammer was part of a system designed to limit aggregate jamming emissions via on-demand jammer operation, as described above. Analysis of the extent to which this system or others like it actually limit aggregate emissions was beyond the scope of this measurement effort.

Product demonstrations performed within prison environments, such as the one described in this report, are inherently limited in what they can tell us about the impact of these jammers on other wireless devices operated inside such facilities. Nor do such demonstrations tell us the extent to which external, non-targeted wireless receivers (non-targeted phones) might be affected by stray emissions from the jammers. In order to understand the impact of jammers on other wireless devices, whether inside or outside the facility, it is necessary to know:

- At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless devices inside a particular building?

- At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless receivers operating outside a building where interfering signals exist?

These questions can only be answered by theoretical analysis, simulation and modeling, plus selected measurements in controlled laboratory environments. A carefully engineered analysis of the impact of interfering signals of various levels on CMRS wireless devices would require a complex setup that would allow a large number of combinations of simulated device stimulus signals in multiple CMRS bands to be methodically transmitted with time-coordinated and frequency-coordinated measurements of jammer responses running in the instantaneously targeted channels and bands. In this way, the impact of interfering transmissions on CMRS wireless devices could be objectively quantified. Laboratory and in situ work should go hand-in-hand, since only in situ work can describe:
• CMRS-band signal strength inside a particular building

• CMRS-band signal strength outside a particular building, beyond which harmful interference to non-targeted receivers is not to be tolerated

• Radio propagation factors inside a particular building
EMISSION MEASUREMENTS OF A CONTRABAND WIRELESS DEVICE JAMMER AT A STATE PRISON
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This report describes emission spectrum measurements of a wireless jammer device operated temporarily inside a South Carolina state prison maximum security housing block. The measurements were intended to demonstrate the operation of the jammer in four commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) bands between 730 MHz to 2.155 GHz. Spectrum measurements of the jammer emissions were performed indoors and outdoors with two measurement bandwidths. Measurements at each location were performed with the jammer on versus off, so as to show the relative power levels of the jamming and ambient CMRS signals at each location. This report’s data can be applied in future electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analyses. However, the data provide no information as to whether a CMRS wireless device can or cannot perform its intended communications function in the presence of a competing signal of specified strength. Only thorough theoretical analysis, well-engineered simulation and modeling, plus selected measurements in controlled (laboratory) environments can objectively quantify the impact of interfering transmissions on CMRS wireless devices.

Key words: cellular jamming; commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) jamming; denial-of-service jamming; electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); harmful interference; communications jamming; micro-jammer; radio jamming; wireless device jamming

1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes measurements that National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS) laboratory engineers performed on radiated emissions produced by a micro-jammer\(^2\) \cite{1}, \cite{2} transmitter at a Broad River Correctional Institution maximum security housing unit operated by the state of South Carolina’s Department of Corrections (SC DOC) at Columbia, South Carolina. The work was done in coordination with, and under the control of, Department of Justice (DOJ) Bureau of Prisons (BOP) personnel.

\(^1\) The authors are with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS), National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), U.S. Department of Commerce, Boulder, Colorado.

\(^2\) “Micro jammer” is a generic term used by the federal government to describe relatively low-powered jammers that are designed to be deployed in networks to cover entire prison facilities. See \cite{1} and \cite{2} for examples of this terminology as used by DOJ and BOP.
The jammer transmitter radiated intentional interference emissions in the following commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) frequency ranges:

- 729–757 MHz
- 869–894 MHz
- 1930–1990 MHz
- 2110–2155 MHz

Details of the jammer’s transmitter characteristics are provided in Section 2 of this report.

1.1 Objective

The objective of this study was to perform emission spectrum measurements on micro-jammer signals inside and outside a targeted jamming zone at an operational prison facility. The micro-jammer prototype device was designed to operate at a relatively low power level so as to effectively disrupt wireless communications in a small targeted zone indoors while not affecting other CMRS operations outdoors, outside the zone of intentional jamming.

Specific tasks included:

1) Determination of the radiated power levels that the micro-jammer transmitter produced inside and outside the zone of intentional jamming. The measurement locations were to be:
   a) indoors, near an entrance to the housing unit;
   b) outdoors, 20 m (66 ft) outside the building and adjacent to the housing unit’s outer wall;
   c) outdoors, 40 m (132 ft) outside the building and adjacent to the housing unit’s outer wall.

2) Determination of the power levels of the ambient CMRS signals in the four identified frequency bands, at the same places where the jammer’s signals were measured.

3) Comparison of the jammer signal power levels to the ambient CMRS signal power levels at each measurement location.

4) The rate at which jammer power varies with the bandwidth of receivers, which would be needed for future electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) studies.

1.2 Considerations of Jammer Effectiveness Against Contraband Wireless Devices and Potential for Harmful Interference to Licensed Radio Services

A desirable technical objective for in situ radiation of jamming signals at a prison facility, such as is described in this report, would be:
Technical assessment of the jammer’s effectiveness against contraband wireless devices within the targeted jamming zone

Technical assessment of the jammer’s potential for harmful interference to licensed radio service receivers outside the targeted jamming zone

Such assessments are currently hindered by a lack of accepted technical criteria for jamming-signal effectiveness against targeted receivers and potential for harmful interference to non-targeted receivers.

Consider first the question of jammer effectiveness. In order to be more than anecdotal (e.g., “when we turned on the jammer, we couldn’t complete a phone call”), jammer effectiveness needs to be quantified in terms of a ratio such as available CMRS signal power, $S$, to jammer power, $J$. A mathematical expression is needed in terms of $S/J$ or something similar. Studies to determine such ratios have been performed, for example, for LTE-type receiver performance in the presence of radar pulses ([3], [4]). We are not aware of similar open-literature studies for the effects of intentional jamming against CMRS receivers in any way similar to, e.g., [5] and [6]. Jamming-effects engineering studies need to be performed against CMRS-type receivers if definitive criteria are to be developed for jammer effectiveness. Such criteria would allow engineers to assess the levels at which jamming power would be effective without being excessive.

A second, similar problem exists for assessment of harmful-interference thresholds for CMRS-type receivers. Similarly to some sort of $S/J$ criterion for jamming effectiveness, a criterion for harmful interference effects would likely be written in terms of desired signal power, $S$, compared to jamming interference power, $I$, (that is, as an $S/I$ ratio). One distinction between $S/J$ and $S/I$ criteria would be that harmful interference effects would be expected to occur at lower $I$ power levels than effective $J$ power levels.

Again, studies of harmful radio interference-effects thresholds on radio receivers can be performed and in fact have been performed for radar receivers in the presence of interference from communication signals (e.g., [7], [8]). But we are not aware of any generally accepted $S/I$ criteria for harmful interference thresholds for CMRS-type receivers. Until such studies are performed and $S/I$ criteria have been accepted for such receivers, we are unable to quantitatively assess the harmful interference potential for measured levels of jamming power against CMRS-type receivers. Non-engineering sorts of assessments (e.g., “we placed phone calls from location $X$ when jammer $Y$ was running nearby”) are anecdotal. They lack the statistical engineering strength that would be obtained from controlled studies. They also do not indicate the extent, if any, to which CMRS communications might be operating in a possibly degraded manner even though some phone calls were successfully connected.

To put it even more simply, two engineering numbers would be needed in order to understand the impact of jammers on other wireless devices:
• At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless devices inside a particular building?

• At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless receivers operating outside a building where interfering signals exist?

Then, the data collected in this study could be compared to power levels required for 1) effective jammer operations within the targeted jamming zone; and 2) assessment of potentially harmful interference to CMRS receivers outside the jamming zone. Since such accepted technical criteria do not currently exist, we cannot perform these assessments at this time.

Engineering studies combining theoretical modeling and analysis with controlled laboratory observations are the only ways to develop such criteria. Lacking such criteria at this time, we can only report the measured relative power levels of jammer signal strength and ambient CMRS signals, and point out that such comparative levels may eventually be assessed on an engineering basis when the appropriate technical criteria described above become available.

1.3 Approach

The study approach was as follows:

1) On behalf of the BOP and SC DOC, DOJ requested and obtained from NTIA an experimental Special Temporary Authorization (STA) to use the jamming device for purposes of demonstrating a micro-jamming approach in an SC DOC prison facility. Some SC DOC personnel were temporarily federally deputized for this STA operation.

2) A private sector company, with cooperation and supervision of BOP and SC DOC, temporarily installed a jamming system inside a Broad River Correctional Institution maximum security housing unit at Columbia, South Carolina. The jamming system consisted of 14 pairs of CMRS-band receivers and jammer transmitters. Seven of the receiver-transmitter pairs were on a ground floor of the housing unit and the other half were on the floor above. Each pair was installed inside a concrete utility shaft (14 shafts being put into use, altogether). The shafts were located between pairs of prison cells.

3) This jammer-transmitter system design could not be scientifically evaluated in a prison environment when operated in its normal on-demand transmitter mode. To do so would have required a more complex measurement system and approach than could be brought into, and operated within, any prison location. Therefore the jammer was operated in a simplified mode. Only a single jammer transmitter was operated, without transmit-on-demand. The

---

jammer transmitter was set to run, continuously, across the four targeted CMRS bands while emission data were collected at selected indoor and outdoor locations.

4) The targeted jamming zone was half of the cell block. The jammer’s emissions were measured at a location near the main entrance to the cell block and at two locations outdoors, outside the exterior wall of the targeted prison cells. The outdoor locations had clear line-of-sight (LOS) (e.g., no obstructions) propagation to the building. The distances were 20 m (66 ft) and 40 m (132 ft) from the outside building wall. Every measurement was repeated twice at each location, once with the jammer turned on and once with the jammer turned off. This approach provided data that show the jammer emission levels versus the ambient CMRS signal levels at each measurement location.

5) NTIA engineers used an ITS-designed portable, battery-powered measurement system to measure the emission levels of the jammer. Under BOP supervision, the jammer was turned on and off for each measurement at each location, so as to allow ambient CMRS signal levels to be measured and observed separately from the jammer emissions.

6) NTIA engineers reduced the raw measurement data to graphical plots, which are provided in this report (main body and Appendix A) and conducted pertinent data analysis. The plots show received power at the measurement antenna terminals in units of decibels relative to a milliwatt (dBm) per unit bandwidth (100 kHz and 1 MHz).4

---

4 Although we do not do it in this report, these data can be converted into incident field strength in space at the measurement antenna, via application of the measurement antenna’s gain.
2. JAMMER DESCRIPTION AND INSTALLATION

2.1 Jammer Electrical Characteristics

Table 1 provides the basic electro-technical characteristics of the micro-jammer transmitter as culled from data in DOJ’s STA. Table 2 shows details of the signal parameters. The jammer signal used a linear frequency modulation (LFM), commonly called ‘chirped’ modulation, that repetitively tuned a carrier wave up across each targeted CMRS band. The frequency-tuning behavior is a ramp when plotted as a function of time, as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1. Jammer Transmitter Signal Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jammer Technical Characteristic</th>
<th>Parameter Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band 1</td>
<td>729-757 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 2</td>
<td>869-894 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 3</td>
<td>1930-1990 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band 4</td>
<td>2110-2155 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Power</td>
<td>2 watt (+33 dBm) per band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain</td>
<td>+0.5 dBi, omnidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Polarization</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>N0N = linear frequency modulation (LFM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp On Time</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp Off Time</td>
<td>30 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirp Sequence</td>
<td>Band 1, Band 2, Band 3, Band 4, then repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission Line Spacing</td>
<td>25 kHz (each band re-visited every 40 µs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 The jammer transmitter operated sequentially in time through the four jamming bands. The interval for each band was stated by the installer to be 10 microseconds. So, each band was jammed for 10 microseconds, followed by 30 microseconds of non-jamming while the other three bands were jammed. After 30 microseconds of non-transmit in each band, the jammer transmitter returned to any given band and jammed that band for another 10 microseconds. See Figure 1.

6 The STA called for a maximum transmitter power of +33 dBm (2 watts) per band. The transmitter power output could not be verified by the authors under the conditions of the prison environment.
Table 2. Jammer Transmitter Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM, Chirping) Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low Freq. (MHz)</th>
<th>High Freq. (MHz)</th>
<th>Sweep Rate (MHz per µs)</th>
<th>On Time (µs)</th>
<th>Peak Detected Measurement Bandwidth</th>
<th>Average Detected Measurement Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>729</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>28/10 = 2.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>≈ 1.67</td>
<td>≈ 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>25/10 = 2.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>≈ 1.58</td>
<td>≈ 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>60/10 = 6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>≈ 2.45</td>
<td>≈ 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2110</td>
<td>2155</td>
<td>45/10 = 4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>≈ 2.12</td>
<td>≈ 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Jammer LFM behavior. The complete chirp sequence, across all bands, was repeated every 40 microseconds. Frequencies are plotted to a non-fixed scale.

In this system’s ordinary operation, any single jammer transmitter (i.e., only one of the multiple installed units) would only operate when its paired receiver was triggered by a radio signal interpreted as having originated from a nearby contraband wireless device. This on-demand transmitter action would be fully automated; jammer transmissions would start automatically in response to any given paired receiver having been triggered, and such transmissions would run for a pre-set time interval (a minute or two) before automatically terminating. This receive-then-jam sequence would occur any time that a receiver detected a contraband-device signal. Jammer

---

7 See Appendix B of [10] for further description and discussion of peak and average detector responses to LFM signals.

8 The pairing function did the following: Following reception of an uplink signal from a contraband mobile unit to a local carrier’s base station by a surveillance receiver, a jammer system controller would use an internal, pre-programmed look-up table to identify the paired downlink signal that would be expected to be transmitted from the base station to the contraband mobile unit. The jammer would then activate against that expected downlink signal frequency in order to jam the contraband receiver’s operation.
transmissions would only ordinarily run in a given band, or even on a given channel, where a paired receiver had detected nearby contraband activity. The central idea behind this system design was to limit aggregates of jammer transmitter signals, with the intention of running only one jammer or so in the system on any given frequency at any instant of time.

### 2.2 Measured Jammer Power as a Function of Measurement Bandwidth

Jammer power can be measured in two different ways. One method uses a root mean square (RMS) averaging detector in a measurement bandwidth, $B_{meas}$, slightly wider (by about ten or eleven percent) than the LFM chirped emission bandwidth, $B_c$. While this method includes all the jammer power it does require a wide measurement bandwidth (equal to the chirp bandwidth, $B_c$) to obtain the full power of the transmitter.

The second method uses a positive peak detector in the measurement bandwidth. Full power can be measured in a narrower bandwidth than that required for RMS detection. This full-power peak-detection measurement bandwidth, $B_{meas}$, is, from (6b) in [9]:

$$B_{meas} = \frac{B_c}{\tau^{1/2}},$$

where $\tau$ is the LFM (chirp) on-time in microseconds and $B_{meas}$ and $B_c$ are both in units of megahertz.

The full-power measurement bandwidths of these methods are shown in the last two columns of Table 2. For the Broad River measurements, all measurements were peak detected. $B_{meas}$ was less than the values shown in Table 2. Therefore the measured power measured was always less than the jammer’s total power and varied with $B_{meas}$. As noted in Section 3 of this report and as discussed further in Appendix B of [10], measurements performed in multiple bandwidths less than $B_{meas}$ at Broad River allowed us to observe the rate at which peak-detected power in any receiver will vary with bandwidth for this jammer. This allows scaling of the received power from the jammer in any receiver and detection mode, so long as the receiver’s own bandwidth and detection mode are known.

### 2.3 Targeted Jamming Space

Figure 2 shows the jammer installation in utility spaces within the Broad River Correctional Institution maximum security housing unit. Seven jammers were located on each of two floors (14 jammers total), the jammers being placed between alternating pairs of prison cells. The housing unit construction was of poured steel-reinforced concrete. Utility space dimensions, internal piping arrangements, concrete thicknesses and composition, and reinforcement details are unspecified. The targeted area where indoors measurements were performed was in the housing unit’s ground floor.
2.4 Jammer Installation and Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP)

The jammer was a single transmitter. To jam multiple CMRS bands, this one jammer operated sequentially through them (Figure 1). The jammer transmitter box was installed inside a utility shaft, as shown in Figure 2, with an omnidirectional jammer antenna mounted inside the shaft as well. As shown in Table 1 (based on STA data), each antenna was supposed to have had +0.5 dBi gain. Polarization was not specified.

For the Broad River installation, the EIRP in each band was the decibel sum of transmitter power and antenna gain, or (+33 dBm + 0.5 dBi) = +33.5 dBm within the utility shaft installation. Radio propagation conditions within the shaft and across the rest of the housing unit were not characterized.
3. MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Measurement System Hardware and Software

The measurement system is shown schematically in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Block diagram schematic of the jammer emission measurement system used at Broad River Correctional Institution.

The measurement system used an ETS Lindgren Model 3181 biconical, azimuthally omnidirectional, linearly vertically polarized antenna with a calibrated frequency response range of 500 MHz to 9 GHz. Its azimuthal gain varied by ±2 dBi, depending on exact frequency.9 The antenna was connected via a short length of low-loss radiofrequency (RF) coaxial line to the input of a Rhode & Schwarz FSH battery-powered portable spectrum analyzer. The analyzer was controlled via ITS-written software (called Radio Spectrum Measurement System 5th Generation, or RSMS-5G) installed on an ITS laptop personal computer (PC).

Using an intermediary ethernet connection (Figure 3), the laptop PC sent commands to the spectrum analyzer to run a pre-programmed set of emission measurements at each measurement location. The parameters for these pre-programmed measurements are shown in Table 3. The software ran each of the measurements listed in that table twice at each measurement location: once with the jammer on and once with the jammer off, so that the jammer emissions could be compared to the ambient CMRS signal-power levels in the jammed bands.

The data from all of these measurements were sent from the spectrum analyzer to the controller PC, where they were recorded on the PC’s hard drive as MATLAB® format files. Subsequent to the measurement series on April 11, 2019, all of the data were backed up on additional platforms.

9 For analysis purposes, a typical antenna gain of 0 dBi should be used as an overall best fit.
3.2 Measurement System Parameters

The measurement parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Measurement Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq. Range (MHz)\textsuperscript{10}</th>
<th>Measurement (Resolution) Bandwidth (kHz)</th>
<th>Video Bandwidth (kHz)</th>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Sweep Time (sec)</th>
<th>Freq Bin Size (kHz)</th>
<th>Dwell per Bin (µsec)</th>
<th>Total Jammer Sweeps per Bin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>723–763</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>723–763</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860–900</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>860–900</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–2000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–2000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2090–2170</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2090–2170</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Peak, 50 sweeps</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of jammer frequency sweeps per bin was a trade-off between the need to gather a statistically significant number of jammer pulse events and the time available to complete the measurements. This number in turn drove the other values for the dwell interval per bin and the total frequency sweep time for each CMRS band. The size of each bin, in kilohertz, was driven by the width of each band divided by the 631 bins available on the spectrum analyzer screen display.

3.2.1 Measurement Frequency Bands

As shown in Table 3, detailed measurements were performed in each of the four intentionally jammed CMRS bands, including a few extra megahertz on the lower side and upper side of each band. The margins were added to show the out-of-band (OoB) roll-off of the jammer emissions in adjacent spectrum.

3.2.2 Measurement Bandwidths

In the CMRS bands, peak-detected data were acquired in a 100 kHz measurement (also called resolution, or intermediate frequency (IF)) bandwidth and in a 1 MHz resolution bandwidth.\textsuperscript{11} The use of two bandwidths that differ from each other by a factor of 10 allows for easy scaling of the power measured for the jammer signal in any intermediate bandwidth of interest for possible

\textsuperscript{10} The measurement band edges were set somewhat wider than the CMRS band edges so that adjacent-band roll-off of the jammer emissions could be observed in the measurement data.

\textsuperscript{11} The spectrum analyzer’s baseband, lowpass filter, called a video filter, was set to be wider than the resolution bandwidth so as to not affect the overall measurement result for any given resolution bandwidth setting.
future EMC analysis studies that might involve receivers having any given bandwidth. (See further discussion in Appendix B of [10].)

For example, if the jammer’s measured power were to change by a factor of 10 between measurements made in a 100 kHz and 1 MHz bandwidth (called a 10-log progression of power with bandwidth), then that would mean that the jammer’s measured power is directly proportional to any receiver’s bandwidth. In that case, the power that would be seen (measured) in the 180 kHz bandwidth of a typical Long Term Evolution (LTE) receiver’s resource block (RB) relative to the power measured in 100 kHz would be the power measured (in decibel units) in 100 kHz plus $10 \times \log(180/100) = 2.5$ dB more power than in 100 kHz.

For general EMC studies, it cannot be assumed that any and all CMRS receiver bandwidths will have any particular value. The 180 kHz LTE RB bandwidth, although currently common in CMRS radios, may not remain constant or common in the future; other existing and future communication systems may use different bandwidths from 180 kHz. By taking data in a pair of bandwidths, however, we obtain the variation in jammer power (and of existing CMRS communication-signal power) as a function of bandwidth. Our data can then be applied to existing or future systems which may use any receiver bandwidths between 100 kHz to 1 MHz.

### 3.2.3 Peak Detection Mode

Peak detection mode was used to measure the jammer emissions. Peak detection shows the highest power level of the emitted waveform in the selected measurement resolution bandwidth for each measured frequency bin in each frequency sweep of the spectrum analyzer.

Peak data show the maximum power that the waveform can have at any given frequency in the selected resolution bandwidth. In peak detection mode, the spectrum analyzer’s time-domain digitizer output is continuously sensed by the spectrum analyzer for the duration of each bin in each measurement sweep trace. As this within-a-bin monitoring progresses, a hardware peak-latch circuit (in analog spectrum analyzers) or a software peak-latch function (in digital analyzers such as the Rhode & Schwarz FSH) retains the highest-power value that goes through the individual bin while the bin is active. When the measurement has ceased for each bin, the highest-power latched value is displayed and retained by the analyzer’s sweep trace for each respective bin.

In order to peak-detect the highest power in the waveform in the analyzer’s selected measurement bandwidth, the bin sampling interval must be long enough for the waveform to reach its maximum level while the bin measurement is active. For measurements of this jammer, the LFM emission of a jammer was expected to reach maximum power on any given frequency once every 40 microseconds (Figure 1). The next-largest available analyzer interval of 44 microseconds was therefore used. With the analyzer trace being 631 bins across, the trace sweep time must be no shorter than $(631 \times 44 \text{ microseconds}) = 27.76 \text{ milliseconds}$; a rounded value of 28 milliseconds was selected for the analyzer’s band-sweeping interval.
3.3 Spectrum Analyzer Preamplifier and Thermal Noise Limit

The Rohde & Schwarz FSH spectrum analyzer includes a built-in low noise amplifier (LNA), also called a preamplifier or preamp. This preamp reduces the spectrum analyzer noise figure (and concomitantly increases its sensitivity) by 20 dB when it is turned on. Thus the preamp can make some weak signals visible, signals which would have otherwise been below the spectrum analyzer’s noise floor.\(^\text{12}\)

However, the analyzer’s power-overload point is reduced (the analyzer becomes more vulnerable to being overloaded) when the preamp is activated. The preamp should only be used when the \textit{sum total} power from all signals in its response range does not exceed its overload point (at about -30 dBm). Overload tests at the measurement site were conducted to determine when it was appropriate to use the preamp. The result was: the preamp was turned on, both indoors and outdoors, to see background CMRS signals when the jammer was off. The preamp was turned off, both indoors and outdoors, when the jammer was on, to avoid overload from the jamming signal power. See Table 4.

Table 4. Preamp States and Data Files for Broad River, April 11, 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Location</th>
<th>Jammer State</th>
<th>Spectrum Analyzer Preamplifier State</th>
<th>Data File Number(^\text{13})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoors (O-1)</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoors (O-2)(^\text{14})</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdoors (O-1)</td>
<td>Off</td>
<td>On</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Measurement Procedure

All measurements were performed at the Broad River Correctional Institution on April 11, 2019. The measurement gear had been previously shipped to South Carolina from Boulder and had been preliminarily tested before being deployed at the prison. On the morning of the 11\textsuperscript{th} the NTIA engineers assembled the measurement system, including the portable equipment cart, in

\(^{12}\) The spectrum analyzer’s noise figure, \(NF\), was 29 dB with preamp off and 9 dB with preamp on. Peak detection adds approximately 10 dB to noise floor. The spectrum analyzer’s noise floor in any bandwidth was therefore: \((-174 \text{ dBm} + 10 \log(B_{\text{meas}}) + NF + (10 \text{ dB for peak detection, if used}))\). For example, in 100 kHz bandwidth with the preamp on and positive peak detection in use, the analyzer’s noise floor was \(-174 \text{ dBm} (\text{thermal physics}) + 50 \text{ dB (bandwidth)} + 9 \text{ dB (}NF\text{)} + 10 \text{ dB (peak detection)} = -105 \text{ dBm}.\(^{13}\) These are RSMS-5G data file numbers.

\(^{14}\) Because locations O-1 and O-2 were close together, and time was a consideration for measurement completion, only a single outdoor control/baseline jammer-off location was used: O-1. Jammer-off data were not collected at location O-2.
the prison parking lot. The system was turned on and was rolled through the facility’s security checkpoint as it warmed up (all power being provided by an on-board battery power supply). The measurement system (Figure 1) was then rolled into one of the facility’s ground-level maximum security housing units where the jamming system had been temporarily installed (Figure 2).

Because the active part of the measurement system consisted only of the spectrum analyzer, the analyzer’s internal self-calibration routine was judged adequate for these measurements. (The loss in power through the low-loss RF line between the antenna and the analyzer is negligible.) All power measurements in this report’s graphics are shown in units of dBm per unit measurement bandwidth (100 kHz or 1 MHz) in the 50 ohm circuitry at the measurement antenna terminals.15

The installer’s personnel, under the supervision and control of BOP staff, operated the jammer from a remote location (in Florida) via mobile telephone calls. The single jammer transmitter that was used for our measurements was set to operate across the four radio bands shown in Figure 1, sequentially, for as long as was required to gather measurement data at the three measurement locations (one indoors and two outdoors).

Baseline data for background activity in CMRS bands was measured at a location inside the housing unit and at another location outside, 20 m (66 ft) from the unit’s outside wall.16 When the jammer was activated, emission data were collected at each of those locations plus a second outside location that was 40 m (132 ft) from the outside wall. As noted above, the spectrum analyzer’s preamp was turned on for all baseline data collections. It was turned off when the jammer was on.

At each measurement location, the jammer was turned on for jammer-plus-background signal data collection, and then was turned off for background-only ambient signal data collection. This was a manually-forced mode of operation; the jammer would normally only have operated in an on-demand mode in any one band, and only for about a minute at a time, on a downlink (base station-to-mobile) channel when triggered by a contraband wireless uplink (mobile-to-base station) signal detected by a paired monitoring receiver.17

The spectrum measurement data were automatically retrieved from the spectrum analyzer after every individual analyzer sweep was completed. Data were stored on the measurement PC’s hard drive in MATLAB® format. Table 4 summarizes the data file collection.

15 These data can be converted to absolute field strength at the measured points in space, by applying the measurement antenna’s gain factor to the power measured in 50 ohms. See [11] for the conversion formula.
16 As noted above, only a single outdoor control/baseline jammer-off location was used: O-1. Jammer-off data were not collected at location O-2. The outdoor locations were sufficiently close together, and time was sufficiently limited, to justify a single baseline outdoor location for this measurement effort.
17 As noted above, proper operation in the jammer’s “normal” demand-based mode would have relied on accurate table-based mapping of downlink frequencies to the activity-sensed uplink frequencies.
4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Table 5 summarizes the measurement results. For the sake of easily making comparisons from one data graph to the next, all spectra are plotted with an ordinate range of -110 dBm to -10 dBm; this dynamic range accommodates all collected Broad River data. All data sets in Table 5 contain comparative jammer-on versus jammer-off pairs. Appendix A provides peak-detected measurements in 1 megahertz bandwidth as Figures A-1 through A-24. Those graphs, showing the jammer signal and ambient CMRS signals in 1 megahertz bandwidth, can be compared with the peak-detected 100 kilohertz graphs to establish the rate of change of the jammer signal as a function of bandwidth, as discussed above in Section 3.2.2 and in Appendix B of [10].

Spectra are always paired on each page, the upper graphs always being jammer-on data and the lower graphs being corresponding jammer-off data. Analysis of measurement results is provided in Section 5.

Table 5. Key for Data Figures in this Report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figures</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Measurement Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4–11</td>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–19</td>
<td>O-1 (outdoors 20 m)</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–27</td>
<td>O-2 (outdoors 40 m)</td>
<td>100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-1–A-8</td>
<td>Indoors</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-9–A-16</td>
<td>O-1 (outdoors 20 m)</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-17–A-24</td>
<td>O-2 (outdoors 40 m)</td>
<td>1 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.

Figure 5. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.
Figure 6. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.

Figure 7. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.
Figure 8. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.

Figure 9. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.
Figure 10. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.

Figure 11. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, inside targeted prison housing block.
Figure 12. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure 13. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 14. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure 15. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 16. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure 17. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 18. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure 19. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 20. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure 21. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 22. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure 23. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 24. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure 25. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure 26. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure 27. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
5. DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Jammer Signal Relative to CMRS Signals

Within the targeted housing unit, the jammer signal was substantially stronger than the ambient CMRS signals. Outdoors, the jammer signal power was reduced but was still strong compared to the ambient CMRS signals. Table 6 shows the relative peak power levels of CMRS and jammer signals at all measurement locations, based on visual examination of the data graphs.

Table 6. Jammer Power Levels Relative to CMRS Signals, Mean Peak Statistics, 100 kHz Bandwidth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMRS Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Indoors</th>
<th>Outdoors O-1 (20 m)</th>
<th>Outdoors O-2 (40 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jammer (dBm)</td>
<td>CMRS (dBm)</td>
<td>Jammer (dBm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>729–757</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>869–894</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-60 to -70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930–1990</td>
<td>-55</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>-60 to -70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2110–2155</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-95</td>
<td>-75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Indoors, mean peak jamming signals were 35 to 40 dB stronger than the mean peak ambient CMRS signals. Outdoors, the mean peak jamming signals exceeded the mean peak ambient CMRS signals by about 0 to 10 dB.

5.2 Emissions in Defined Jammer Operational Bands

The jammer is natively capable of operating across wide swaths of spectrum up to, we understand, 6 GHz. For the Broad River measurements, we requested that the jammer operate in the four CMRS bands listed in this report (see, for example, Table 6 above). Based on the measured emission spectra (e.g., Figures 4, 6, 8, and 10), the jammer did not appear to entirely confine its operations to the CMRS bands that had been requested. In Figures 4, 6, and 8 the jammer emissions went below the lower CMRS band edges. In Figure 10 the jammer emissions went above the upper edge of the requested CMRS band. We do not know why this occurred, as the jammer control was in an out-of-state location as noted above.

5.3 Peak Detected Jammer Power as a Function of Receiver Bandwidth (Peak Detected Bandwidth Progression Rate)

The data graphs taken in 100 kHz and 1 MHz bandwidth can be used to determine the rate at which peak-detected jammer power varies as a function of receiver bandwidth. Table 7 shows these differences between the 100 kHz and 1 MHz spectra.
Table 7. Differences Between Mean Peak-Detected Jammer Emission Spectra for 100 kHz and 1 MHz Bandwidths (from Indoors Data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMRS Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Location: Figure (100 kHz)</th>
<th>L, C, H Power Levels (dBm)</th>
<th>Location: Figure (1 MHz)</th>
<th>L, C, H Power Levels (dBm)</th>
<th>Deltas: 1 MHz minus 100 kHz (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>869–894</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-40 -50 -45</td>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>-25 -32 -30</td>
<td>15 18 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2110–2155</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-70 -60 -65</td>
<td>A-7</td>
<td>-55 -42 -48</td>
<td>15 18 17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The power levels in the third and fifth columns of Table 7 are those of the mean peak curve measured at the lowest, center, and highest (L, C, and H in the table) frequencies in the CMRS band. The differences between the corresponding values in the two bandwidths are shown in the last column of the table.

The average of the decibel differences\(^{18}\) is 14.8 dB. The variance\(^{19}\) of decibels is 6.6 dB. The standard deviation\(^{20}\) of decibels is 2.6 dB.

So the rate of change of the mean peak-detected jammer power is \(14.8 \times \log\left(B_2/B_1\right) \pm 2.6 \times \log\left(B_2/B_1\right)\), where \(B_1\) and \(B_2\) are any two bandwidths. According to [9], the peak-detected relationship would go as \(10 \times \log\) of bandwidth ratio for uniformly distributed spectrum energy (and likewise for Gaussian noise) and would go as \(20 \times \log\) of bandwidth ratio for pulsed signals. The empirically determined coefficient of 14.8 for the jammer signal is consistent with the signal being somewhat, but not entirely, pulse-like in a bandwidth. This relationship is further explored in Appendix B of [10]. A similar result was obtained for another LFM jammer evaluated in a previous NTIA study [10]. In that study the coefficient of the rate of change was 16.7 dB ± 7 dB, with a standard deviation of 2.6 dB. The rate-of-change coefficient values between these two studies overlap each other, as would be expected for two jammers that both use the same (LFM) signal modulation.

Using a mean decibel rate-of-change factor of \(15.8 \times \log\left(B_2/B_1\right)\) between the two studies, the expected relative offset between measured power in 100 kHz and the power that would be seen in 180 kHz (a CMRS RB bandwidth) would be \(15.8 \times \log(180/100) = +4.0\) dB. This is the correction factor that would be added to the 100 kHz power level data to find the power in an LTE RB of 180 kHz in the two studies.

---

\(^{18}\) Sum of all decibel differences = 178, divided by 12 data point values.
\(^{19}\) Sum of all of the squared decibel differences between each of the 12 deltas and the average of 14.8 dB, divided by 12.
\(^{20}\) Square root of variance.
6. SUMMARY

1) A contraband wireless device micro-jammer operating in four CMRS bands was temporarily installed and operated under an STA for a single day inside a maximum security housing unit at the Broad River Correctional Institution near Columbia, South Carolina. Broad River is operated by SC DOC. This jammer, installed inside a utility shaft, radiated its signal through wall structures (concrete and steel, unspecified thickness) to cover a targeted indoor area comprising roughly half of one floor of the housing unit.

2) The jammer was a single unit containing a single transmitter and associated antenna. The transmitter produced an LFM signal that sequentially covered the CMRS bands 729-757 MHz, 869-894 MHz, 1930-1990 MHz, and 2110-2155 MHz. The jammer transmitter produced 2 W, delivered into a radiating antenna (unknown polarity) of +0.5 dBi gain.

3) The jammer transmitter was operated in on versus off states with emission measurements performed at three locations: one place inside the targeted indoor zone and two non-targeted places outdoors, adjacent to the targeted indoor zone. The outdoor locations were 20 m (66 ft) and 40 m (132 ft) outside the building, with clear LOS to the housing unit’s exterior wall.

4) NTIA performed in-band (CMRS band) measurements of the jammer emissions relative to the ambient CMRS signal levels at the indoor (targeted) and outdoor (non-targeted) measurement locations. The results of those measurements are provided in this report.

5) Our data show that inside the targeted jamming zone (the prison housing unit), the jammer peak power signal levels substantially exceeded those of the CMRS signals, by 35 to 40 dB. At the outdoor measurement locations, the jamming signals were lower but still exceeded the ambient CMRS signals by 0 to 10 dB.

6) Jammer transmitter detected peak power measurements show that the measured (received) power varies as $14.8 \times \log(\text{receiver IF bandwidth})$ for receiver bandwidths between 100 kHz to 1 MHz. Combining this value with the result from an earlier NTIA study, the typical rate of variation for LFM jammers appears to be $15.8 \times \log(\text{receiver IF bandwidth})$. This rate of variation can be applied to future EMC studies examining jamming of receivers with bandwidths in the range of 100 kHz to 1 MHz.
7. CONCLUSIONS

The data scans taken indoors at Broad River show that jammer power levels exceeded the ambient indoor CMRS downlink signal levels by 35 to 40 dB (which is four orders of magnitude in linear terms). The corresponding scans taken outdoors showed jamming power levels that still substantially exceeded (on the order of 10 dB, an order of magnitude) the ambient downlink levels there. As with previous studies such as [10], the results of this study are idiosyncratic to the particular facility where the demonstration occurred, and aggregate effects were not examined.

Accepted quantitative engineering criteria for jammer effectiveness and harmful interference do not presently exist. Therefore, we do not know, and cannot currently assess, the extent to which a CMRS wireless device can or cannot perform its intended communications function in the presence of the measured jammer power levels. Likewise, we cannot assess the extent to which the jamming power that leaked outdoors did or did not have the potential to cause harmful interference to non-targeted cellular phones in the prison yard or anywhere else. The data in this report can be used for such analysis in the future, if (or when) these criteria are eventually developed.

To the best knowledge of the authors, prior to the measurements, no assessment was made of the impact of specified jamming power levels (including EIRP outputs) on the ability of a CMRS wireless device operating within the housing unit to perform its intended communications function. Nor was any a priori engineering assessment possible of the amount of power that would leak out of the housing unit, since propagation data were lacking. The jammer transmitter power, antenna characteristics, and antenna locations were all, to the best knowledge of the authors, simply what a manufacturer had developed for a general product line.

In the study described in this report and in previous studies ([5], [6], [10], [12]) we have gathered many numbers describing jammer signal levels inside and outside prison housing units and even in anechoic chambers. But, as existing literature in this area ([13], [14]) makes clear, the technical community lacks agreed technical criteria to interpret what these numbers mean.

Noting this gap in knowledge, we recommend that quantitative engineering criteria for jammer effectiveness against contraband wireless devices (e.g., S/J thresholds) and for harmful interference to non-targeted wireless receivers (e.g., S/I thresholds) be developed if jamming technology is to be further analyzed for application in prison environments. A more thorough and systematic approach is needed to arrive at a determination of such threshold values. Careful theoretical analysis, simulation and modeling should be used in conjunction with selected measurements in controlled laboratory environments to determine:

- **At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless devices inside a particular building?**

- **At what power level will an interfering signal prevent service to CMRS wireless receivers operating outside a building where interfering signals exist?**
Laboratory and in situ work should go hand-in-hand, since only in situ work can describe:

- CMRS-band signal strength inside a particular building
- CMRS-band signal strength outside a particular building, beyond which harmful interference to non-targeted receivers will not be allowed
- Radio propagation factors inside a particular building

These propagation measurements can be performed by minimally trained personnel using smartphone applications that have already been developed. CMRS band occupancy measurement surveys can likewise be performed by minimally trained personnel inside prisons using pre-programmed, handheld, battery-powered measurement and recording equipment. The resulting data can be analyzed to understand the idiosyncracies of a particular building, but it provides no information as to whether a CMRS wireless device can or cannot perform its intended communications function in the presence of a competing signal of specified strength.
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APPENDIX A. JAMMER EMISSIONS MEASURED IN 1 MHZ BANDWIDTH

Figure A-1. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.

Figure A-2. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.
Figure A-3. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.

Figure A-4. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.
Figure A-5. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.

Figure A-6. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.
Figure A-7. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.

Figure A-8. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, inside targeted housing unit.
Figure A-9. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure A-10. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-11. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure A-12. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-13. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure A-14. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-15. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.

Figure A-16. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-17. M4 statistics, jammer on, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure A-18. M4 statistics, jammer off, 723-763 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-19. M4 statistics, jammer on, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure A-20. M4 statistics, jammer off, 860-900 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-21. M4 statistics, jammer on, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure A-22. M4 statistics, jammer off, 1920-2000 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
Figure A-23. M4 statistics, jammer on, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-2.

Figure A-24. M4 statistics, jammer off, 2090-2170 MHz, outdoor location O-1.
This report describes emission spectrum measurements of a wireless jammer device operated temporarily inside a South Carolina state prison maximum security housing block. The measurements were intended to demonstrate the operation of the jammer in four commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) bands between 730 MHz to 2.155 GHz. Spectrum measurements of the jammer emissions were performed indoors and outdoors with two measurement bandwidths. Measurements at each location were performed with the jammer on versus off, so as to show the relative power levels of the jamming and ambient CMRS signals at each location. This report’s data can be applied in future electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analyses. However, the data provide no information as to whether a CMRS wireless device can or cannot perform its intended communications function in the presence of a competing signal of specified strength. Only thorough theoretical analysis, well-engineered simulation and modeling, plus selected measurements in controlled (laboratory) environments can objectively quantify the impact of interfering transmissions on CMRS wireless devices.
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